
London - Olympic Summer Games 2012

On the 6th of July 2006 London won the bid for the olympic summer games. The reason for that was, that 
they had the best sustainabilty concept among the competitors. 

– the focus of the concept should not just be on the olympic games though,  
also on the paraolympic games. 

– socially weak neighbourhoods should been established
– all affected parties should be involved in the planning 

process
– Olympic Park should become the centre of East London 

after the games

– situated to the east of London
– next to the river Lea
– previously greenfields and brownfields
– dimension: 2.0 km length 1.25 km wide
– 2 trainstations, 2 subways, 1 highway

– extension of the public transport system
– Emirates Air-Line cablecar
– 30‘000 temporary park-and-ride parking spaces
– 2‘300 bikes for sharing
– 75km combined bicycle and pedestrian routes
– better accessibility for people with disabilties

Two important parts of the sustainability concept are:
1. recultivation of unused industrial wastelands – and the decontimation of toxic soil
2. planning of the re-use of the built facilities 
3. the park should become the green lung of londons east end

Beside of the specific facilities for the olympic games, there were other arrangements like:
– residential area: 8‘000 flats and infrastructure
– school for 1‘800 children
– Manor Garden allotments: moved to a temporary site/reinstallation on the original site after the olympics

Two masterplan had to be desi-
gned, one for the time during the 
games and the other for the time 
after. 
Have an eye on the plus of green 
and water areas, and see how 
much more reduced the public 
walkways are on the left one.
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Die Planung der Olympischen Spiele 2012 in London von Klaus Grewe

during the games after the games



There were three types of facilites at the games:
– already existing: Wimbeldon Stadium, Wembley Stadium, ...
– temporary facilites: Basketball Arena, Lee Valley White Water Center, ...
– newly built ones: Olympic Stadium,  Aquatics Center, Cooper Box, Velodrom, BMX Track, ...

Although the re-uses of the facilities were plannend in advance, it was on the expample of the Olympic 
Stadium a process of three years till the final use was found. Since the facility is owned by the Greater 
London Authority, they had not such a financial pressure of renting the stadium out to somebody. 

Now the soccer club Westham United is the new user of the stadium with a leas for 99 years. To fullfill all 
the specifications of a modern soccer arena they have to invest again 150 Mio £ (constructions costs for 
the games: 486 Mio £).

Building a big sports facility always has the risk of building a „white elephant“. This means, you just have 
a monument in a dead area which has no eligibility to be there.
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